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          The following are corrections concerning errors that occurred in the  Journal of the International Neuropsychological 
Society, Vol. 15, No.1, January 2009 . In the Book Review titled “A New Entry for Neuropsychology’s Library of Classics,” 
pp. 160–162, by Dr. Elisabeth M.S. Sherman, there were errors on pages 160 and 161. The incorrect copy as printed, and 
the correct copy are shown in boldface below. 

  Page 160  

  Incorrect copy as printed : At the fi rst paragraph, left column, lines 9 to 11, the errant copy reads:  “ the  Compendium of 
Neuropsychological Tests  by Spreen and Strauss 2  ( 1998; now Strauss, Spreen & Scherman, 2006 ), 

  Correct copy :

 “ the  Compendium of Neuropsychological Tests  by Spreen and Strauss 2  ( 1998; now Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006 ), 

  Page 161  

  Incorrect copy as printed : At the fi rst paragraph, left column, lines 3 to 6, the errant copy reads:  “ Stefanatos and Joe provide 
a comprehensive review chapter on autistic disorder  that I have read a second  and  also another  chapter on pervasive 
developmental disorders,” 

  Correct copy : 

 “ Stefanatos and Joe provide a comprehensive review chapter on autistic disorder  and a second  chapter on pervasive develop-
mental disorders,” 

  Page 162  

  Incorrect copy as printed : At the fi rst paragraph, left column, lines 17 to 18, the errant copy reads:  “ all the accumulated knowl-
edge of an entire discipline. with you.”  (There is an erroneous period after “discipline”)  

  Correct copy : 

 “ all the accumulated knowledge of an entire discipline with you.” 

 Cambridge University Press and the  JINS  Editors regret the inconvenience that these errors may have caused.   

   Erratum 
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